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As explorers of hollow planets, what would our base camp look like? 
 
I have called our base camp, The City of Light. And those working on relocating to our base 
camp in preparation for exploration of hollow planets, I am calling, The Virtual City of Light. 
 
Its a place for launching our exploration of hollow planets, beginning with our own, Our 
Hollow Earth. Our base camp, The City of Light, will also be the pattern and the support for 
the colonies we establish in hollow planets. We will first build our City of Light base camp, 
then duplicate it somewhere else, starting with some place in Our Hollow Earth, then in 
another hollow body in space, perhaps Our Hollow Moon. 
 
NASA's Apollo astronauts found the surface of Our Moon pretty inhospitable. But 
seismographs set up on the Moon by the Apollo astronauts subsequently recorded meteor 
hits on the moon, and the spent lunar modules left crashing into the Moon. Those 
seismograph recordings were then transmitted automatically to Earth. What the Moon 
seismographs discovered was that the Moon is hollow. The bombardments of the Moon 
with meteor hits and the lunar modules crashing into the lunar surface set the Moon to 
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ringing like a bell. The Moon seismographs discovered that just like when our Earth is hit by 
a large earthquake that the Earth rings like a bell, so does the Moon. 
 
So what does that tells us? A bell is hollow, as is our Earth and the Moon. So like Earth's 
polar openings that lead into the interior of our hollow world, the Moon must also have 
openings somewhere on its surface that lead into the interior hollow world of the Moon. In 
fact, occasionally it has been noticed that water vapor emerges from the interior of the 
Moon and floats over the moonscape. So the moon has a hollow interior that contains 
water. Most likely it is a paradise location, with an Inner Sun, an ocean of water and a 
continent wherein people do live. Perhaps the Moon's interior hollow world could be 
explored and with permission of the people that live there, a colony could be established for 
people from Earth. We would, of course, need to obey their laws, and contribute peacefully 
to their society. Certainly, a Moon base established in the ideal conditions of the interior 
hollow world of the Moon would be much more hospitable that attempting to establish a 
Moon base on the exterior of the Moon like Elon Musk envisions doing. And what about the 
Alien base on the far side of the Moon that warned our astronauts off and told them not to 
come back? How is Elon Musk going to make peace with them? And if we go to colonize 
the Moon, we, of course, will have to make a peaceful deal with the inhabitants of the 
Moon, the people that already live there. 
 
That is where our City of Light base camp comes in. In our City of Light we will practice 
being a peaceful people, so that when we go exploring hollow worlds, we will be received as 
a peaceful, intelligent, law abiding people so that the peoples of other worlds which we will 
meet will accept us, and be happy that we came to become one with them. 
 
To join our Virtual City of Light, the precursor of The City of Light base camp we will build 
somewhere on the ground in preparation of exploring hollow worlds, you are invited to visit 
Virtual City of Light (ourhollowearth.com) 

ourhollowearth.com 
virtualcityoflight.org 
rodneycluff.com 


